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Introduction

A rather exhaustive search of the proceedings and transactions of
nuclear professional society meetings and IAEA publications for the past
few years revealed very little in the way of guidance for developing
nations in meeting manpower needs in their first nuclear project. The
closing statement in the 1974 edition of IAEA's Market Survey is represent-
ative of the extent of attention usually given to manpower concerns:
"(T)here is the problem of developing local capabilities to the point
where they would be adequate to support a large nuclear construction
program. This would involve not only local manufacturing capabilities,
but also providing the large amount of adequately trained manpower required
for construction and operation of the plants."d' We hope this paper
will point out some of the specific manpower-associated concerns which
must be addressed and give some guidance for meeting the challenges.

Manpower Problems Can Afflict All

Even in the most industrialized nations, manpower problems have
arisen in the construction and, sometimes, the operation of nuclear power
plants. Tee problems are not necessarily the shortage of people trained
in particular skills or disciplines, but may result from scheduling up-
heavals and competition between different companies, regions of the
country, of local and foreign job markets for the available manpower
during particular time periods. In industrialized countries these problems



are vexing, but the most serious consequences usually involve only time
and costs. In developing nations, however, the problems can become far
more complex and the results far more serions.

Complications in Developing Nations

In discussing the manpower requirements facing a developing country
embarking on its first nuclear project, it is logical to look to experiences
of developed countries for guidance. While their experiences are useful,
the applicability to developing countries is limited for two main reasons:
(1) problems are more complex, and (2) fewer resources are available to
solve them. Some of the more important difficulties faced by a develop-
ing country are summarized below with comparison with like situations
in a developed country.

1. The First Project

The simple fact that the nuclear project is the first such project to be
built in country imposes significant inherent difficulties. Since most
developed countries now have at least one nuclear project, the closest
comparison would be between a first project for a specific utility in a
developed country with a first national project in a developing country.
However, a typical U.S. or West European utility embarking on its first
nuclear project would seldom have to travel more than a few hundred
miles (in the same country) to find another utility in similar circum-
stances with previous nuclear project experience. Of even greater
importance, in any country that has had experience with a nuclear
project, innumerable precedents have been set and practices established
which greatly ease the burden for succeeding projects.

2. Imported Equipment and Services

A nuclear unit in a developing country will require that a larger fraction
of the equipment and services be provided by contractors of foreign origin.
The contracts for foreign suppliers of equipment and services are, of
necessity, much more complicated than those with domestic suppliers;
the arrangements for financing are more complex; import licenses and
customs may cause administrative delays; transport of heavy equipment is
often a serious problem; the regulations, codes, and standards can cause
problems if they conflict with those of the supplier country; resolution
of matters relating to nuclear safety and licensing are generally more
difficult; and other differences such as language and units of measure
can create complications.

3. Infrastructure

Probably the most obvious difficulties facing most developing countries
relate to uncertainties and inadequacies in the infrastructure necessary
to support a nuclear project. Areas where deficiencies may exist commonly
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include t.ie supply of skilled labor, adequacy of local sub-contractors,
supply of building materials, site access and transportation facilities.

4. Organization and Responsibility

Often the responsibility and authority of the various organizations involved
in a nuclear project are not clearly defined in advance and are very com-
plicated . This problem area is related more to the fact that it is a coun-
try's first nuclear project than to the fact that it is a developing nation.
The organizations most commonly involved include the owner, the regula-
tory agency, the ministry responsible for power, the ministry responsible
for industry, the Ministry of Finance of the Central Bank, commercial
banks or other sources of financing, and the agency responsible for the
issuance of import licenses and customs clearances. These organizations
may significantly influence the owner's ability to deal effectively with
his prime contractor. In this respect, the owner is at a disadvantage re-
lative to his prime contractor, who is dealing from a substantial base of
experience, has established relationships with the agencies of his own
government which can affect the performance of their duties, has prece-
dents to follow, and generally has simpler circumstances to deal with.
To the prime contractor the sale of a reactor plant is normal business; to
the owner, each decision made may involve national policy and a number
of government agencies.

5. Legislation and Insurance

In many developing countries, the legislative basis for a nuclear program
and provisions for nuclear indemnification and insurance are often not es-
tablished until the project is underway. In particular, contract negotia-
tions for the nuclear plant can be greatly simplified if these areas are
clearly established and understood in advance, preferably before preparation
of the specifications.

6. Bi-lateral and Tri-lateral Agreements

Construction of a first nuclear project will usually require bi-lateral and
tri-lateral agreements covering, as a minimum, safeguards of nuclear ma-
terials, and possibly also supply of nuclear materials and/or enrichment.
Although also required in developed countries, the basic agreements of
this type are normally in existence and require only modification for add-
itional reactor projects, which is usually much simpler and more straight-
forward than is the negotiation of entirely new agreements.

Examination of the points discussed above leads to the clear conclusion
that satisfactory handling of the nuclear project will involve substantial
manpower burdens in a number of areas, but it is not necessarily clear
what the source of the manpower will be in each case. A question often
raised is "Why not simply assign the responsibility for most of these
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problems to the prime contractor and/or other consultants?" Vary few of
the items discussed above can be performed by any foreign contractor or
consultant; many must be performed by the owner's own personnel, or by
staff members of the various agencies involved.

Delineation of Responsibilities

It is extremely important that there be a full understanding of
which responsibilities must be carried out by the owner's personnel and
by other domestic agencies and organizations using citizens of the
owner's country. Substantial underestimation of the scope and magnitude
of these responsibilities has been a serious and almost uniform problem
with first nuclear projects. Several fundamental points, which may
seem obvious,are often forgotten or disregarded.

The most important point is that the ultimate responsibility for
the success or failure of a nuclear project must be borne by the owner's
organization. A contractor, even on a turnkey contract, accepts certain
responsibilities defined by his contract. The contractual responsibilities
normally provide very limited assurance that the project will be on time
or within budget, and usually end shortly after attainment of full
power operation. It is the owner who must ultimately bear most of the
cost of delays or overruns and the consequences of operating problems.
It should be emphasized that, while a turnkey contract can and usually
does transfer the responsibility for the conduct of a great deal of work
to the contractor, it cannot transfer the responsibility for the ultimate
success or failure of that work.

Another point often overlooked is that turnkey contracts normally do
not include financial responsibility for the performance of local sub-
contractors. The turnkey contractor may direct the work of the local
subcontractor and may even take responsibility for the technical adequacy
of the subcontractor's work. However, the turnkey contractor does not
pay the bills, so it is not realistic to expect that he will exercise
vigilant and effective control over the cost of the work performed by
local subcontractors, and especially lower tier subcontractors. Such
control must come from the owner's organization.

The Importance of Early Planning

Having established that very substantial responsibilities must be
carried out by the owner's organization and other domestic organizations
and government agencies, we must determine what steps should be taken
to be sure that the trained manpower and organizational structures are in
place when needed to meet these responsibilities. The primary need is for
early, detailed, and effective planning. Some of the more important points
are suggested below:

1. First, start early and with adequate pre-project financing.



in both developing and developed countries, the owner will establish a
nuclear group of two or three people with essentially no budget and
conclude that this is an adequate start on early planning for nuclear
power. Two or three people are an adequate start only if they have a
clearly defined objective and reasonable budget with which to achieve
that objective. One of the biggest problems, particularly in developing
countries, has been the tendency to spend almost no money until the
formal project has been initiated, a prime contractor selected, and
long-term project financing obtained. The reasons for this may be apparent,
but the results are often damaging. A few million dollars spent in
pre-project planning and organization can save tens of hundreds of
millions of dollars by avoiding problems and delays.

2. A great deal of effort should be devoted to studying problems
experienced by others and how similar problems could be dealt with in the
owner's country. The actions necessary during the course of the project
will be involved in those actions. Both actions and organizations may
vary widely; as mentioned earlier, legislation may be required; customs
regulations may require modification; negotiations may be necessary with
the trade organizations representing local industry to achieve agreement
on foreign vs. domestic supply of equipment and materials; training and
orientation programs will have to be established involving local institu-
tions. All of these activities require time and manpower.

3. Once the agencies and organizations affected in the nuclear
project are identified, it is important to involve them, to the extent
practical, in planning for the project. Each organization needs to
understand what its responsibilities will be, what its authorities are,
and what changes or adaptations it must make to effectively assume
those responsibilities and authorities. Perhaps of equal importance
is establishing interfaces between all these organizations and agencies.

4. In a first nuclear project it is important to clearly distinguish
between the planning for the project, itself, and the planning for the
national nuclear program. No rational power program is built arovnd a
single nuclear unit in a country, so national planning should be carried
out to insure that the conduct of the first nuclear project is consistent
with the long-term national objectives. However, the distinction can
become blurred, particularly when the purchaser of the first unit is
a federally owned utility organization in the same ministry as the agency
responsible for the long-term national program. There are inevitable
conflicts between long-term national objectives and the objective of
bringing the first nuclear project on-line on schedule and within budget.
The responsibility for each objective should be placed on different people
or organizations. National policy should be formulated at policy making
levels within the appropriate ministry, giving serious consideration to the
opinions, problems and concerns of the project group. There will undoubt-
edly be times when national policy dictates that a given action be taken



which may be contrary to the short-term interest of the project. In
these cases it is important to establish clearly that the authority and
responsibility for the consequences of the national policy decisions rest
outside the project; For example, National Policy may dictate local
procurement of items of equipment when the needs of the project would
better be served by importation.

Planning for Manning

It would be highly desirable to include in this discussion a detailed
tabulation of the numbers and types of manpower required for a first nuclear
project, together with the training and experience required in each
category, and a schedule showing the required dates of availability,
unfortunately, the circumstances in each country vary so greatly that
such a tabulation would have very limited applicability.

It is possible to state some general guidelines, particularly as they
apply to personnel assigned directly to the project. For example, for a
single unit project the owner's headquarters staff will usually fall in
the range of 35 to 50 pe^Vie, and the plant operating staff will usually
fall in the range of 150 to 200 people. The site construction force
will usually peak at around 3000. However, these estimates are subject
to considerable variation in individual cases, and tell only a part of
the story. Substantial additional manpower requirements usually occur
in government agencies; domestic equipment, material, and service suppliers;
domestic engineering companies; and other departments in the owner's
organization. These too are highly variable depending on the circumstances
in each country.

As stated earlier, more often than not, transportation routes to the
site will have to be constructed or improved even before the site
preparation is started. Ports, roads, railroads, or landing strips may
need considerable modernization and enlargement. Housing for the
construction personnel may have to be prepared, as seldom can existing
facilities house such an influx of people, especially if other cultural
backgrounds are to be represented in large numbers. Housing should be
of permanent type, as later it will serve operations and maintenance
personnel.

In nearly every country the first nuclear project has had serious
problems due to manpower deficiencies in nearly every category. However,
it is significant that the most serious problems experienced in developing
countries to date have not been of the type which require additional
personnel with advanced academic training in nuclear science and technology,
but rather (a) personnel with practical experience and training in the
technical, organizational, contractual, and administrative aspects of
large projects, and, (b) technicians and skilled craft labor.

This was echoed recently be Hae Lee of Korea when he stated that
he is "convinced that thorough implementation of a manpower development
program and quality assurance çystem is perhaps the single most important



function a developing country must undertake seriously to achieve (a
nuclear power project)." He proceeded to outline their manpower
development program which encompasses all areas and all levels. Korea
has learned, in Lee's words, the "hard way." (2) In an earlier nuclear
effort, Korea found that she "had a core-group of newly trained nuclear
physicists for creating a scientific research base in the nation but
lacked the welders to build the necessary apparatus."^3'

The need to train for the total project has also been recognized by
French vendors who suggest that a developing country embarking on a
nuclear project establish a central workshop or Nuclear Testing Center
where practical training can be given to reactor operators, scientists,
managers, technicians, procurement people, quality assurance personnel
and so on.'4' This, in effect is what Korea is doing in the Korean Atomic
Energy Research Institute *2' with the advantage that work is performed
under local conditions with participation by various levels and types of
local manpower.

The fact that the worst problems cannot be resolved by additional
graduate-level education exacerbates the situation, since this type of
personnel is the most readily available from a wide variety of sources.
One thing true in any country is that the more highly educated are the
more mobile, and the traditional ways of meeting manpower needs in
developing countries involve mobility on someone's oart. I'll cite some
of these.

1. Importing manpower from the vender country is used widely by
many major contractors, although it is not without its problems. First,
nuclear power plant construction is long-term, meaning that either the
imported workers will be separated from their families for long periods
of time or their families must be provided for near the construction
site. In transplanting mini-communities to a different culture, serious
consideration must be given to the impact of such things as differences in
dress, custom, attitudes toward women, language, and personal amenities, to
name but a few. A second and more serious problem is that too much
reliance on vendor personnel precludes development of the local talent,
talent which will be needed on a continuing basis throughout the life of
the plant, for fulfilling the national nuclear program, and for the
potential increase in industrial base attracted by the new power supply.

A study conducted in France on the impact of nuclear plant construction
on a small community showed a population increase averaging 360 people
per year over a 15 year period. The availability of power attracted
other industry and so jobs were available for the construction workers
when the plant was finished. It was suggested that "if future economic
balance is not to be disturbed, a vigorous industrial promotion and
diversified job-creating program should be launched in parallel with
construction and should continue beyond that period ...". In that project,
sixty percent of the workers were not local workers. (5)

2. In most large foreign construction projects, much on-the-job
training of local talent is carried out by the imported "experts". This



is certainly important and should be done, but one must keep in mind
that, in a nuclear project, the quality of performance required leaves
little room for apprentice workmanship. While new engineering and
managerial staff can and should be gaining experience during construction,
the project leaders must be experienced professionals. They can be
imported or local talent who have trained and worked on nuclear projects
in other countries, which brings us to the third source.

3. Many developing countries are sending thousands of young people
to more industrialized countries for education. These highly educated
persons are needed to help with the development of their countries, but
local institutions of higher education, if they exist, often do not offer
the technical subjects needed. The more capable young people who go to
the industrial countries often do not return home for a variety of complex
reasons, which have received exhaustive treatment in a number of studies
ard are summed up in a report requested a couple of years ago by the U.S.
House Committee on Foreign Affairs. *3« Suffice it here to say, when
relying on those being educated in industrialized countries the possibility
that they will not return should be programmed into the planning, although
the new project may be a drawing factor to attract lost talent back to the
developing nation.

Countries embarking on the first nuclear project will have to take
advantage of the lead time they have. They must analyze their own man-
power situation, the likely site of the first project, all other pertinent
factors, and proceed to establish the manpower plan along with the rest
of the national nuclear plan.

IAEA's Steps to Nuclear Power - A Guidebook includes a possible
recruitment schedule for project staff which suggests an eleven-year lead
time before operation for project organization staffing and a nine-year
lead for operations staffing. i6' These are by no means too generous,
especially when significant proportions of the staff must be trained or
recruited outside the country launching the nuclear project. If pre-plant
construction facilities must be built, a good construction manpower base
will be necessary even earlier.

This provides the opportunity for the development of skills which
can later be used on the nuclear project and still later on other industrial
development resulting fronu the new power source. It should also be kept
in mind that existing estimates of staffing, construction, scheduling, etc.,
are largely based on experiences in industrialized countries. Construction
and operating experiences in developing countries are limited, so existing
guidelines cannot be taken too literally. The important thing is to plan
early for manpower needs both for construction and operation and maintenance
and see that the necessary skills are developed in a quality fashion.

In addition to the long-term training and education we have been
discufjsing, the short-term training offered by the vendors, universities and



technical schools, national and international government agencies, etc.,
are useful (1) to provitfa specialized training to persons educated in
adjacent disciplines to equip them to cross over to new positions, (2) to
update and keep personnel current, and (3) to refresh and reorient personnel.
There are many new training methods being introduced, and some are
particularly adaptable to unique situations. For example, one U.S. vendor
has recently applied for a patent for a maintenance training package he
will fit to the needs of the customer. It is based on video tape with
soundtrack, giving definitive oral instruction while the screen shows
just how to make the repair, step by step. The potential for developing
countries is enhanced by the fact that any language could be placed on
the sound track.

Other companies offer training programs ranging from one-day seminars
to two-week short courses in all phases of nuclear power operations and
maintenance conducted at the company facilities or at the utility site.
This type of training should be included in the over-all manpower development
planning.

It has been emphasized that the customer should not rely solely on
vendor training. One vendor executive has said that the problem isn't in
teaching what button to push and when, but in teaching the concepts behind
the button pushing so that emergencies can be dealt with. Another company
recommends the training of 24 to 27 cold license candidates and 12 hot
license candidates for .a.single unit to assure adequate backup even if all
don't become licensed.* '

Similar attention must be given to construction worker training.
Traditional methods of training workers are sometimes found to be insufficient.
One U.S. company has developed a task-oriented modular system for training
construction workers which is designed to supplement on-the-job training
and considerably decrease the time required for productive contribution to
the work force.*8)

Among the materials available at this conference are extensive
references to training opportunities available in a number of countries.
These should be utilized in establishing the best manpower development
plan in a first nuclear project and for the individual country.

In conclusion, the major points are to: Start early, plan carefully
and in detail, and don't underestimate the burdens on domestic organizations
and manpower.
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